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LTX Announces DA-Test Expands Deployment of XSeries Test Platform
* Reuters is not responsible for the content in this press release.

NORWOOD, Mass., April 22, 2008 (PRIME NEWSWIRE) -- LTX Corporation
(Nasdaq:LTXX), a leading provider of semiconductor test solutions, today
announced that DA-Test has expanded its deployment of LTX's X-Series test
platform with the installation of an MX system at its Ottawa facility. The new
tester adds high performance mixed signal and analog test to DA-Test's existing
capabilities, and supports DA-Test's commitment to providing access to best in
class test equipment for their worldwide customer base. DA-Test, Canada's
leading full-service semiconductor test house, offers a broad array of test
services including ATE test solution development, test related design services,
test operations, product engineering services, and test technology development.
"DA-Test initially selected the X-Series test platform not only for its
extensive mixed signal and RF test capabilities, but also because of its
flexibility and industry leading cost of test" noted Sam Ho, President and CEO
of DA-Test. "The addition of the MX configuration allows us to provide
cost-effective solutions across an even wider range of applications in our
customer portfolio, including devices with demanding digital test requirements
such as baseband and RF SoC/SiP. This ability to target the right capability at
the right cost of test is crucial to our customers' success as they progress
from new product introduction to full volume production."
About DA-Test
Established in January 2002, DA-Test Inc. is the first and only independent
semiconductor test house in Canada. Using leading-edge ATE equipment and tools,
DA-Test provides a full range of IC test development, test related design
services, test operations and product engineering services, and test technology
development for semiconductor design companies, tailoring the offering to meet
customer-specific needs. With over a century of semiconductor industry
management experience, DA-Test's deep engineering expertise in RF, mixed signal,
and high-speed digital test addresses markets including telecom, enterprise,
consumer and professional electronics, and datacom. DA-Test serves a global
customer base across the full breadth of semiconductor business models, from
fabless semiconductor companies to integrated device manufacturers.
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About LTX
LTX Corporation (Nasdaq:LTXX) is a leading supplier of test solutions for the
global semiconductor industry. LTX's X-Series, the industry's most comprehensive
family of production-proven, compatible test systems, delivers a scalable
solution that provides the right test performance and the right cost of test.
Combined with LTX's industry-leading applications engineering and customer
service teams, the X-Series enables companies to accelerate their time to
market, optimize test economics and stay ahead of the technology curve.
Additional information can be found at www.ltx.com.
LTX is a registered trademark of LTX Corporation. All other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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Thomson Reuters is the world's largest international multimedia news agency, providing investing news, world news, business news, technology news, headline news, small business news, news alerts, personal
finance, stock market, and mutual funds information available on Reuters.com, video, mobile, and interactive television platforms. Thomson Reuters journalists are subject to an Editorial Handbook which
requires fair presentation and disclosure of relevant interests.
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